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OUTLINE

17:00	–	17:15 Introduc0on	—	What	is	Data-Centric	Engineering?

17:15	–	17:30 Con0nuing	Professional	Development:	Can	a	
Professional	Doctorate	Enhance	your	Career?

17:30	–	18:00 How	can	Our	Professional	Doctorate	in	Data-Centric	
Engineering	Enhance	your	Career?	Our	Programme	
in	a	Nutshell

18:00	–	18:10 Meet	the	Team

18:10	–	18:30 Support	while	on	the	programme;	applica0on	
support

18:30	–	end Q	&	A
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Welcome and Introductions

Dr Eram Rizvi 
Programme Director

Prof Mark Sandler 
Director of Partnerships

Prof Nick Bryan-Kinns 
Director of Recruitment

Dr Jun Chen 
Director of Training

Dr Gabriella Caminotto 
Centre Manager

Ms Zi Parker 
Doctoral College Manager
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Queen Mary University of London - QMUL

QMUL founded as part of Victorian drive to improve the social  
and educational conditions of the people of the East End

This diversity is our strength 
• 9 Nobel Prize Winners 
• Member of Russell Group top research-intensive university  
• Ranked 5th in UK for quality of research publications† 

• Ranked 110th university in world ranking✻  
• London’s 3rd largest university

Strong continuing ethos of social inclusion 
• 91% students from state school;  
• 60% students are black / minority ethnic; 
• 42% students first in family to go to university  
• 27% students from low income households (<£10k)

† Latest Research Excellence Framework 
✻ Times Higher Ed. University Rankings
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London’s campus university

Mile End Campus

Whitechapel 
Campus

Charterhouse Square, 
West Smithfield 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields 

Queen Mary University of London (QMUL)

27,000 students;  
2,000 PhD students;  
4,600 staff 
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Queen Mary University of London (QMUL)

Inst. of Bioengineering 
(IoB)

Inst. of Applied 
Data Science 

(IADS)

Materials 
Research Inst. 

(MRI)

Life Sciences 
Inst. (LSI)

Digital Environment 
Research Inst. (DERI)

Cross-faculty institutes

School of Medicine & Dentistry (SMD)

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS)

Faculty of Science & Engineering (S&E)

School of Mathematical Sciences (SMS)

School of Physics and Astronomy (SPA)

School of Engineering & Materials Science (SEMS)

School of Electronic Engineering & Computer Science (EECS)

School of Biological and Chemical Sciences (SBCS)

Faculty of Science and Engineering  
•  5 Schools 
•  4 inter/multi-disciplinary institutes 
•  300 academic research staff  
•  900 PhD students 
• £42m research income in 2019/20

• Recognised for our distinctive, 
curiosity-driven and applied research 

• Research supported by world-class 
research infrastructure 

• Entrepreneurship and innovation 
embedded in our research culture
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Data-Centric Engineering

• Data-Centric Engineering is a new emergent field 
• Sits at the interface of data science and engineering,  
• Combines mathematical modelling with the latest  

advances in Big Data and Artificial Intelligence

Data science: uses scientific methods, 
processes, algorithms and  
systems to extract knowledge from 
structured and unstructured  
data.  

Data science techniques  
include data mining,  
machine learning and  
interrogating big data.

Engineering: uses scientific 
principles to design and build 
machines, structures, and systems 
e.g. bridges, vehicles, bio-
molecules, new materials…  

Broad range of specialisms, : 
• Chemical Engineering 
• Materials Research 
• Electronic Engineering 
• Computer Science 

Each spans theoretical 
approaches to applied science

data  
science engineeringdata-centric 

engineering

Chemistry Physics

MathematicsBiology
Computer Science
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Data-Centric Engineering
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Data-centric engineering challenges
The programme is defined by a set of strategic
challenge areas to address the data-centric engineering
needs of society and industry.

Learn more 

Resilient and robust infrastructure
Major infrastructure systems such as railways, power
plants and supply chains are vital to our way of life.
Increasingly these are becoming intense generators of
data, and their safe operation is dependent on data
science.

We are applying modern data-centric engineering
techniques to perform predictive modelling of London
Underground trains, designing sensor operation for
water distribution networks, and analysing large-scale
usage of roads across different modes of transport.

These projects and others in development are all
contributing to operating more resilient infrastructure
systems, robust against shocks or unexpected
incidents and preventing future ‘black sky’ events.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Computer Systems at Imperial

College London.

Professor Julie
McCann

Using data analysis to enhance critical
ecosystems like cities and farms, and
the digital-physical systems that
support them

Enhancing critical ecosystems
Developing models of passenger
movement and reaction to closures, to
learn how usage fluctuates in systems
like the London Underground

Large transport systems

Combining reliable sensing
technologies with online data analytics
to improve real-time sustainability and
resilience of infrastructures

Sustainable infrastructures
Achieving flexible, economical, and
large-scale human-in-the-loop sensing,
such as mobile crowdsensing

Human-centric sensing

Developing smart data communication
protocols to achieve robustness and
resilience of complex critical
infrastructures

Critical infrastructures as a
control system

Developing adaptive machine learning
techniques that can adjust and guide
the design, construction and
maintenance of critical infrastructures

Adaptive machine learning for
changing environments

Monitoring of complex systems
Understanding and anticipating the impact of rare and
high-consequence events in complex engineering
systems such as aircraft, power stations or cyber
networks, is critical for safety and security in the
modern world.

We are using algorithms and statistical techniques to
perform health monitoring on vital railway bridges,
operate predictive maintenance on gas turbines, and
predict rare events in transport systems. We are also
modelling extreme events in cyber networks to detect
malicious attacks on critical infrastructure.

These projects allow us to operate old and new
infrastructure in smarter, safer ways, making best use
of data to preserve the operation of vital systems.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Statistics at Imperial College

London.

Professor Emma
McCoy

Developing new statistical methods for
sensor data to improve how
infrastructure is delivered, maintained
and controlled

Instrumented infrastructure
Assessing system health and
predicting failures through predictive
monitoring of gas turbine engines

Predictive monitoring

Building statistical models to measure
the likelihood of new connections
being formed in a network, to help
detect potentially malicious intruders

Detecting anomalous
connections on the internet

Developing statistical methodology for
dealing with extreme events in cyber
and transportation systems involving
multiple different variables

Extreme event prediction and
monitoring

Developing methodology for identifying
causal connections in settings that
have relationships in space and time,
such as urban traffic movement

Spatio-temporal causal
inference

Developing methods to identify
unmeasured variables that can
suggest spurious connections or
introduce bias

Causal inference with mixed
models

Data-driven engineering design under
uncertainty
Sensors and monitoring equipment are being
increasingly employed in engineering applications,
from complex computer networks to detecting
pedestrian traffic in urban environments. The data
being generated presents enormous opportunities to
transform both system design and control.

However, to take full advantage of modern technology
we need systems that are designed for data, and
designed by data. The placement of sensors, the
operation of autonomous systems and the way
humans and machines interact must all be informed by
data-centric engineering.

This challenge area will address fundamental
questions of optimal data collection and design
optimisation in uncertain environments.

This challenge area is led by 
, Laing O’Rourke / Royal Academy of

Engineering Professor of Systems Integration at
Imperial College London.

Professor Jennifer
Whyte

Exploring decision making processes
common in construction and building
management, to evaluate potential
opportunities for retrofitting in the built
environment

Retrofit design in the built
environment Using text mining and natural

language processing to provide insight
into design assurance practices; the
process of assuring the right job is
done the right way

Data-driven design assurance

Developing a new data-mining
algorithm to automate the design
process for large civil infrastructure
and urban transportation projects

Data-driven design of civic
infrastructure Developing new methods to visualise

the impact of design changes;
combining heterogeneous data
sources and visualising behaviour of
complex systems

Design change in digital twins

Mathematical foundations
Rigorous theoretical research and practices are
essential for delivering reliable and robust data
science solutions within engineering applications.

The objective of the mathematical foundations theme
is to facilitate and develop links between the
theoretical researchers involved in the programme and
the applied projects pursued within it. The aim is to to
build a bridge between theory and applications across
the programme.

Theoretical research is being conducted in areas
including probability theory and mathematical
statistics, for translation and application to data
science and engineering.

This challenge is led by ,
Chair in Statistics at the University of Warwick.

Professor Alex Mijatovic

Optimising sampling algorithms used
for genomics, infectious diseases,
climate, and financial and industrial
models

Adaptive MCMC

Developing and improving the
mathematical ‘machinery’ that will help
optimisation algorithms be adaptable
to diverse real world data

Adaptive optimisation
algorithms

Developing accurate, efficient, and
robust statistical methodologies for
analysing complex and noisy streams
of data

Analysing noisy data streams

Creating a step change in the use of
statistical methodology, motivated by
challenges in modelling, computation,
and statistical algorithms

Computational statistical
inference for engineering and
security (CoSInES)

Developing methods to estimate the
health of engineering systems from
real-time sensor data, to make
predictions about the health in the
future

Estimating system health from
streaming sensor data

Deriving efficient algorithms by
understanding the natural geometric
structure of data landscapes arising in
machine learning

Free energy landscapes for big
data

Understanding the structure of
complicated datasets to verify
hypotheses and predictions about
them

Geometry and topology of
complex interconnected
systems

Developing a framework to interpret
complex multi-dimensional data
streams of human actions, by utilising
‘path signatures’ and deep learning

Human action recognition

Developing statistical tools for
problems in applications such as
medical imaging and industrial safety,
where unknown parameters are
determined from observations and
measurements

Inverse problems

Using models of strategic decision
making in very large populations to
study Smart Grids and statistical
sampling

Mean-field games and
interacting particle systems

Using numerical analysis to design
new and more efficient methods of
optimising machine learning
computations

Numerical analysis of
sampling algorithms Using probability to more accurately

model the difference between a real,
physical system and a mathematical
approximation of that system,
improving engineering practice

Probabilistic numerics

Developing methods to address
difficult problems by sampling from the
random trajectories of collections of
interacting 'particles'

Sequential sampling methods
for difficult problems

Education
It is vital that future generations of engineers
appreciate the utility of data and understand how to
correctly and astutely deploy modern data analysis
techniques.

The programme for data-centric engineering aims to
actively promote and develop education in data
science. This includes dissemination of the
programme’s research outputs among universities and
industrial partners.

The education strategy of the programme is currently
being developed, and we welcome input from
interested parties.

The education theme is led by 
, Vice-Dean (Education), Faculty of

Engineering at Imperial College London.

Professor Omar
Matar
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Data-centric engineering challenges
The programme is defined by a set of strategic
challenge areas to address the data-centric engineering
needs of society and industry.

Learn more 

Resilient and robust infrastructure
Major infrastructure systems such as railways, power
plants and supply chains are vital to our way of life.
Increasingly these are becoming intense generators of
data, and their safe operation is dependent on data
science.

We are applying modern data-centric engineering
techniques to perform predictive modelling of London
Underground trains, designing sensor operation for
water distribution networks, and analysing large-scale
usage of roads across different modes of transport.

These projects and others in development are all
contributing to operating more resilient infrastructure
systems, robust against shocks or unexpected
incidents and preventing future ‘black sky’ events.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Computer Systems at Imperial

College London.

Professor Julie
McCann

Using data analysis to enhance critical
ecosystems like cities and farms, and
the digital-physical systems that
support them

Enhancing critical ecosystems
Developing models of passenger
movement and reaction to closures, to
learn how usage fluctuates in systems
like the London Underground

Large transport systems

Combining reliable sensing
technologies with online data analytics
to improve real-time sustainability and
resilience of infrastructures

Sustainable infrastructures
Achieving flexible, economical, and
large-scale human-in-the-loop sensing,
such as mobile crowdsensing

Human-centric sensing

Developing smart data communication
protocols to achieve robustness and
resilience of complex critical
infrastructures

Critical infrastructures as a
control system

Developing adaptive machine learning
techniques that can adjust and guide
the design, construction and
maintenance of critical infrastructures

Adaptive machine learning for
changing environments

Monitoring of complex systems
Understanding and anticipating the impact of rare and
high-consequence events in complex engineering
systems such as aircraft, power stations or cyber
networks, is critical for safety and security in the
modern world.

We are using algorithms and statistical techniques to
perform health monitoring on vital railway bridges,
operate predictive maintenance on gas turbines, and
predict rare events in transport systems. We are also
modelling extreme events in cyber networks to detect
malicious attacks on critical infrastructure.

These projects allow us to operate old and new
infrastructure in smarter, safer ways, making best use
of data to preserve the operation of vital systems.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Statistics at Imperial College

London.

Professor Emma
McCoy

Developing new statistical methods for
sensor data to improve how
infrastructure is delivered, maintained
and controlled

Instrumented infrastructure
Assessing system health and
predicting failures through predictive
monitoring of gas turbine engines

Predictive monitoring

Building statistical models to measure
the likelihood of new connections
being formed in a network, to help
detect potentially malicious intruders

Detecting anomalous
connections on the internet

Developing statistical methodology for
dealing with extreme events in cyber
and transportation systems involving
multiple different variables

Extreme event prediction and
monitoring

Developing methodology for identifying
causal connections in settings that
have relationships in space and time,
such as urban traffic movement

Spatio-temporal causal
inference

Developing methods to identify
unmeasured variables that can
suggest spurious connections or
introduce bias

Causal inference with mixed
models

Data-driven engineering design under
uncertainty
Sensors and monitoring equipment are being
increasingly employed in engineering applications,
from complex computer networks to detecting
pedestrian traffic in urban environments. The data
being generated presents enormous opportunities to
transform both system design and control.

However, to take full advantage of modern technology
we need systems that are designed for data, and
designed by data. The placement of sensors, the
operation of autonomous systems and the way
humans and machines interact must all be informed by
data-centric engineering.

This challenge area will address fundamental
questions of optimal data collection and design
optimisation in uncertain environments.

This challenge area is led by 
, Laing O’Rourke / Royal Academy of

Engineering Professor of Systems Integration at
Imperial College London.

Professor Jennifer
Whyte

Exploring decision making processes
common in construction and building
management, to evaluate potential
opportunities for retrofitting in the built
environment

Retrofit design in the built
environment Using text mining and natural

language processing to provide insight
into design assurance practices; the
process of assuring the right job is
done the right way

Data-driven design assurance

Developing a new data-mining
algorithm to automate the design
process for large civil infrastructure
and urban transportation projects

Data-driven design of civic
infrastructure Developing new methods to visualise

the impact of design changes;
combining heterogeneous data
sources and visualising behaviour of
complex systems

Design change in digital twins

Mathematical foundations
Rigorous theoretical research and practices are
essential for delivering reliable and robust data
science solutions within engineering applications.

The objective of the mathematical foundations theme
is to facilitate and develop links between the
theoretical researchers involved in the programme and
the applied projects pursued within it. The aim is to to
build a bridge between theory and applications across
the programme.

Theoretical research is being conducted in areas
including probability theory and mathematical
statistics, for translation and application to data
science and engineering.

This challenge is led by ,
Chair in Statistics at the University of Warwick.

Professor Alex Mijatovic

Optimising sampling algorithms used
for genomics, infectious diseases,
climate, and financial and industrial
models

Adaptive MCMC

Developing and improving the
mathematical ‘machinery’ that will help
optimisation algorithms be adaptable
to diverse real world data

Adaptive optimisation
algorithms

Developing accurate, efficient, and
robust statistical methodologies for
analysing complex and noisy streams
of data

Analysing noisy data streams

Creating a step change in the use of
statistical methodology, motivated by
challenges in modelling, computation,
and statistical algorithms

Computational statistical
inference for engineering and
security (CoSInES)

Developing methods to estimate the
health of engineering systems from
real-time sensor data, to make
predictions about the health in the
future

Estimating system health from
streaming sensor data

Deriving efficient algorithms by
understanding the natural geometric
structure of data landscapes arising in
machine learning

Free energy landscapes for big
data

Understanding the structure of
complicated datasets to verify
hypotheses and predictions about
them

Geometry and topology of
complex interconnected
systems

Developing a framework to interpret
complex multi-dimensional data
streams of human actions, by utilising
‘path signatures’ and deep learning

Human action recognition

Developing statistical tools for
problems in applications such as
medical imaging and industrial safety,
where unknown parameters are
determined from observations and
measurements

Inverse problems

Using models of strategic decision
making in very large populations to
study Smart Grids and statistical
sampling

Mean-field games and
interacting particle systems

Using numerical analysis to design
new and more efficient methods of
optimising machine learning
computations

Numerical analysis of
sampling algorithms Using probability to more accurately

model the difference between a real,
physical system and a mathematical
approximation of that system,
improving engineering practice

Probabilistic numerics

Developing methods to address
difficult problems by sampling from the
random trajectories of collections of
interacting 'particles'

Sequential sampling methods
for difficult problems

Education
It is vital that future generations of engineers
appreciate the utility of data and understand how to
correctly and astutely deploy modern data analysis
techniques.

The programme for data-centric engineering aims to
actively promote and develop education in data
science. This includes dissemination of the
programme’s research outputs among universities and
industrial partners.

The education strategy of the programme is currently
being developed, and we welcome input from
interested parties.

The education theme is led by 
, Vice-Dean (Education), Faculty of

Engineering at Imperial College London.

Professor Omar
Matar
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Data-centric engineering challenges
The programme is defined by a set of strategic
challenge areas to address the data-centric engineering
needs of society and industry.

Learn more 

Resilient and robust infrastructure
Major infrastructure systems such as railways, power
plants and supply chains are vital to our way of life.
Increasingly these are becoming intense generators of
data, and their safe operation is dependent on data
science.

We are applying modern data-centric engineering
techniques to perform predictive modelling of London
Underground trains, designing sensor operation for
water distribution networks, and analysing large-scale
usage of roads across different modes of transport.

These projects and others in development are all
contributing to operating more resilient infrastructure
systems, robust against shocks or unexpected
incidents and preventing future ‘black sky’ events.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Computer Systems at Imperial

College London.

Professor Julie
McCann

Using data analysis to enhance critical
ecosystems like cities and farms, and
the digital-physical systems that
support them

Enhancing critical ecosystems
Developing models of passenger
movement and reaction to closures, to
learn how usage fluctuates in systems
like the London Underground

Large transport systems

Combining reliable sensing
technologies with online data analytics
to improve real-time sustainability and
resilience of infrastructures

Sustainable infrastructures
Achieving flexible, economical, and
large-scale human-in-the-loop sensing,
such as mobile crowdsensing

Human-centric sensing

Developing smart data communication
protocols to achieve robustness and
resilience of complex critical
infrastructures

Critical infrastructures as a
control system

Developing adaptive machine learning
techniques that can adjust and guide
the design, construction and
maintenance of critical infrastructures

Adaptive machine learning for
changing environments

Monitoring of complex systems
Understanding and anticipating the impact of rare and
high-consequence events in complex engineering
systems such as aircraft, power stations or cyber
networks, is critical for safety and security in the
modern world.

We are using algorithms and statistical techniques to
perform health monitoring on vital railway bridges,
operate predictive maintenance on gas turbines, and
predict rare events in transport systems. We are also
modelling extreme events in cyber networks to detect
malicious attacks on critical infrastructure.

These projects allow us to operate old and new
infrastructure in smarter, safer ways, making best use
of data to preserve the operation of vital systems.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Statistics at Imperial College

London.

Professor Emma
McCoy

Developing new statistical methods for
sensor data to improve how
infrastructure is delivered, maintained
and controlled

Instrumented infrastructure
Assessing system health and
predicting failures through predictive
monitoring of gas turbine engines

Predictive monitoring

Building statistical models to measure
the likelihood of new connections
being formed in a network, to help
detect potentially malicious intruders

Detecting anomalous
connections on the internet

Developing statistical methodology for
dealing with extreme events in cyber
and transportation systems involving
multiple different variables

Extreme event prediction and
monitoring

Developing methodology for identifying
causal connections in settings that
have relationships in space and time,
such as urban traffic movement

Spatio-temporal causal
inference

Developing methods to identify
unmeasured variables that can
suggest spurious connections or
introduce bias

Causal inference with mixed
models

Data-driven engineering design under
uncertainty
Sensors and monitoring equipment are being
increasingly employed in engineering applications,
from complex computer networks to detecting
pedestrian traffic in urban environments. The data
being generated presents enormous opportunities to
transform both system design and control.

However, to take full advantage of modern technology
we need systems that are designed for data, and
designed by data. The placement of sensors, the
operation of autonomous systems and the way
humans and machines interact must all be informed by
data-centric engineering.

This challenge area will address fundamental
questions of optimal data collection and design
optimisation in uncertain environments.

This challenge area is led by 
, Laing O’Rourke / Royal Academy of

Engineering Professor of Systems Integration at
Imperial College London.

Professor Jennifer
Whyte

Exploring decision making processes
common in construction and building
management, to evaluate potential
opportunities for retrofitting in the built
environment

Retrofit design in the built
environment Using text mining and natural

language processing to provide insight
into design assurance practices; the
process of assuring the right job is
done the right way

Data-driven design assurance

Developing a new data-mining
algorithm to automate the design
process for large civil infrastructure
and urban transportation projects

Data-driven design of civic
infrastructure Developing new methods to visualise

the impact of design changes;
combining heterogeneous data
sources and visualising behaviour of
complex systems

Design change in digital twins

Mathematical foundations
Rigorous theoretical research and practices are
essential for delivering reliable and robust data
science solutions within engineering applications.

The objective of the mathematical foundations theme
is to facilitate and develop links between the
theoretical researchers involved in the programme and
the applied projects pursued within it. The aim is to to
build a bridge between theory and applications across
the programme.

Theoretical research is being conducted in areas
including probability theory and mathematical
statistics, for translation and application to data
science and engineering.

This challenge is led by ,
Chair in Statistics at the University of Warwick.

Professor Alex Mijatovic

Optimising sampling algorithms used
for genomics, infectious diseases,
climate, and financial and industrial
models

Adaptive MCMC

Developing and improving the
mathematical ‘machinery’ that will help
optimisation algorithms be adaptable
to diverse real world data

Adaptive optimisation
algorithms

Developing accurate, efficient, and
robust statistical methodologies for
analysing complex and noisy streams
of data

Analysing noisy data streams

Creating a step change in the use of
statistical methodology, motivated by
challenges in modelling, computation,
and statistical algorithms

Computational statistical
inference for engineering and
security (CoSInES)

Developing methods to estimate the
health of engineering systems from
real-time sensor data, to make
predictions about the health in the
future

Estimating system health from
streaming sensor data

Deriving efficient algorithms by
understanding the natural geometric
structure of data landscapes arising in
machine learning

Free energy landscapes for big
data

Understanding the structure of
complicated datasets to verify
hypotheses and predictions about
them

Geometry and topology of
complex interconnected
systems

Developing a framework to interpret
complex multi-dimensional data
streams of human actions, by utilising
‘path signatures’ and deep learning

Human action recognition

Developing statistical tools for
problems in applications such as
medical imaging and industrial safety,
where unknown parameters are
determined from observations and
measurements

Inverse problems

Using models of strategic decision
making in very large populations to
study Smart Grids and statistical
sampling

Mean-field games and
interacting particle systems

Using numerical analysis to design
new and more efficient methods of
optimising machine learning
computations

Numerical analysis of
sampling algorithms Using probability to more accurately

model the difference between a real,
physical system and a mathematical
approximation of that system,
improving engineering practice

Probabilistic numerics

Developing methods to address
difficult problems by sampling from the
random trajectories of collections of
interacting 'particles'

Sequential sampling methods
for difficult problems

Education
It is vital that future generations of engineers
appreciate the utility of data and understand how to
correctly and astutely deploy modern data analysis
techniques.

The programme for data-centric engineering aims to
actively promote and develop education in data
science. This includes dissemination of the
programme’s research outputs among universities and
industrial partners.

The education strategy of the programme is currently
being developed, and we welcome input from
interested parties.

The education theme is led by 
, Vice-Dean (Education), Faculty of

Engineering at Imperial College London.

Professor Omar
Matar
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Data-centric engineering challenges
The programme is defined by a set of strategic
challenge areas to address the data-centric engineering
needs of society and industry.

Learn more 

Resilient and robust infrastructure
Major infrastructure systems such as railways, power
plants and supply chains are vital to our way of life.
Increasingly these are becoming intense generators of
data, and their safe operation is dependent on data
science.

We are applying modern data-centric engineering
techniques to perform predictive modelling of London
Underground trains, designing sensor operation for
water distribution networks, and analysing large-scale
usage of roads across different modes of transport.

These projects and others in development are all
contributing to operating more resilient infrastructure
systems, robust against shocks or unexpected
incidents and preventing future ‘black sky’ events.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Computer Systems at Imperial

College London.

Professor Julie
McCann

Using data analysis to enhance critical
ecosystems like cities and farms, and
the digital-physical systems that
support them

Enhancing critical ecosystems
Developing models of passenger
movement and reaction to closures, to
learn how usage fluctuates in systems
like the London Underground

Large transport systems

Combining reliable sensing
technologies with online data analytics
to improve real-time sustainability and
resilience of infrastructures

Sustainable infrastructures
Achieving flexible, economical, and
large-scale human-in-the-loop sensing,
such as mobile crowdsensing

Human-centric sensing

Developing smart data communication
protocols to achieve robustness and
resilience of complex critical
infrastructures

Critical infrastructures as a
control system

Developing adaptive machine learning
techniques that can adjust and guide
the design, construction and
maintenance of critical infrastructures

Adaptive machine learning for
changing environments

Monitoring of complex systems
Understanding and anticipating the impact of rare and
high-consequence events in complex engineering
systems such as aircraft, power stations or cyber
networks, is critical for safety and security in the
modern world.

We are using algorithms and statistical techniques to
perform health monitoring on vital railway bridges,
operate predictive maintenance on gas turbines, and
predict rare events in transport systems. We are also
modelling extreme events in cyber networks to detect
malicious attacks on critical infrastructure.

These projects allow us to operate old and new
infrastructure in smarter, safer ways, making best use
of data to preserve the operation of vital systems.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Statistics at Imperial College

London.

Professor Emma
McCoy

Developing new statistical methods for
sensor data to improve how
infrastructure is delivered, maintained
and controlled

Instrumented infrastructure
Assessing system health and
predicting failures through predictive
monitoring of gas turbine engines

Predictive monitoring

Building statistical models to measure
the likelihood of new connections
being formed in a network, to help
detect potentially malicious intruders

Detecting anomalous
connections on the internet

Developing statistical methodology for
dealing with extreme events in cyber
and transportation systems involving
multiple different variables

Extreme event prediction and
monitoring

Developing methodology for identifying
causal connections in settings that
have relationships in space and time,
such as urban traffic movement

Spatio-temporal causal
inference

Developing methods to identify
unmeasured variables that can
suggest spurious connections or
introduce bias

Causal inference with mixed
models

Data-driven engineering design under
uncertainty
Sensors and monitoring equipment are being
increasingly employed in engineering applications,
from complex computer networks to detecting
pedestrian traffic in urban environments. The data
being generated presents enormous opportunities to
transform both system design and control.

However, to take full advantage of modern technology
we need systems that are designed for data, and
designed by data. The placement of sensors, the
operation of autonomous systems and the way
humans and machines interact must all be informed by
data-centric engineering.

This challenge area will address fundamental
questions of optimal data collection and design
optimisation in uncertain environments.

This challenge area is led by 
, Laing O’Rourke / Royal Academy of

Engineering Professor of Systems Integration at
Imperial College London.

Professor Jennifer
Whyte

Exploring decision making processes
common in construction and building
management, to evaluate potential
opportunities for retrofitting in the built
environment

Retrofit design in the built
environment Using text mining and natural

language processing to provide insight
into design assurance practices; the
process of assuring the right job is
done the right way

Data-driven design assurance

Developing a new data-mining
algorithm to automate the design
process for large civil infrastructure
and urban transportation projects

Data-driven design of civic
infrastructure Developing new methods to visualise

the impact of design changes;
combining heterogeneous data
sources and visualising behaviour of
complex systems

Design change in digital twins

Mathematical foundations
Rigorous theoretical research and practices are
essential for delivering reliable and robust data
science solutions within engineering applications.

The objective of the mathematical foundations theme
is to facilitate and develop links between the
theoretical researchers involved in the programme and
the applied projects pursued within it. The aim is to to
build a bridge between theory and applications across
the programme.

Theoretical research is being conducted in areas
including probability theory and mathematical
statistics, for translation and application to data
science and engineering.

This challenge is led by ,
Chair in Statistics at the University of Warwick.

Professor Alex Mijatovic

Optimising sampling algorithms used
for genomics, infectious diseases,
climate, and financial and industrial
models

Adaptive MCMC

Developing and improving the
mathematical ‘machinery’ that will help
optimisation algorithms be adaptable
to diverse real world data

Adaptive optimisation
algorithms

Developing accurate, efficient, and
robust statistical methodologies for
analysing complex and noisy streams
of data

Analysing noisy data streams

Creating a step change in the use of
statistical methodology, motivated by
challenges in modelling, computation,
and statistical algorithms

Computational statistical
inference for engineering and
security (CoSInES)

Developing methods to estimate the
health of engineering systems from
real-time sensor data, to make
predictions about the health in the
future

Estimating system health from
streaming sensor data

Deriving efficient algorithms by
understanding the natural geometric
structure of data landscapes arising in
machine learning

Free energy landscapes for big
data

Understanding the structure of
complicated datasets to verify
hypotheses and predictions about
them

Geometry and topology of
complex interconnected
systems

Developing a framework to interpret
complex multi-dimensional data
streams of human actions, by utilising
‘path signatures’ and deep learning

Human action recognition

Developing statistical tools for
problems in applications such as
medical imaging and industrial safety,
where unknown parameters are
determined from observations and
measurements

Inverse problems

Using models of strategic decision
making in very large populations to
study Smart Grids and statistical
sampling

Mean-field games and
interacting particle systems

Using numerical analysis to design
new and more efficient methods of
optimising machine learning
computations

Numerical analysis of
sampling algorithms Using probability to more accurately

model the difference between a real,
physical system and a mathematical
approximation of that system,
improving engineering practice

Probabilistic numerics

Developing methods to address
difficult problems by sampling from the
random trajectories of collections of
interacting 'particles'

Sequential sampling methods
for difficult problems

Education
It is vital that future generations of engineers
appreciate the utility of data and understand how to
correctly and astutely deploy modern data analysis
techniques.

The programme for data-centric engineering aims to
actively promote and develop education in data
science. This includes dissemination of the
programme’s research outputs among universities and
industrial partners.

The education strategy of the programme is currently
being developed, and we welcome input from
interested parties.

The education theme is led by 
, Vice-Dean (Education), Faculty of

Engineering at Imperial College London.

Professor Omar
Matar
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Data-centric engineering challenges
The programme is defined by a set of strategic
challenge areas to address the data-centric engineering
needs of society and industry.

Learn more 

Resilient and robust infrastructure
Major infrastructure systems such as railways, power
plants and supply chains are vital to our way of life.
Increasingly these are becoming intense generators of
data, and their safe operation is dependent on data
science.

We are applying modern data-centric engineering
techniques to perform predictive modelling of London
Underground trains, designing sensor operation for
water distribution networks, and analysing large-scale
usage of roads across different modes of transport.

These projects and others in development are all
contributing to operating more resilient infrastructure
systems, robust against shocks or unexpected
incidents and preventing future ‘black sky’ events.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Computer Systems at Imperial

College London.

Professor Julie
McCann

Using data analysis to enhance critical
ecosystems like cities and farms, and
the digital-physical systems that
support them

Enhancing critical ecosystems
Developing models of passenger
movement and reaction to closures, to
learn how usage fluctuates in systems
like the London Underground

Large transport systems

Combining reliable sensing
technologies with online data analytics
to improve real-time sustainability and
resilience of infrastructures

Sustainable infrastructures
Achieving flexible, economical, and
large-scale human-in-the-loop sensing,
such as mobile crowdsensing

Human-centric sensing

Developing smart data communication
protocols to achieve robustness and
resilience of complex critical
infrastructures

Critical infrastructures as a
control system

Developing adaptive machine learning
techniques that can adjust and guide
the design, construction and
maintenance of critical infrastructures

Adaptive machine learning for
changing environments

Monitoring of complex systems
Understanding and anticipating the impact of rare and
high-consequence events in complex engineering
systems such as aircraft, power stations or cyber
networks, is critical for safety and security in the
modern world.

We are using algorithms and statistical techniques to
perform health monitoring on vital railway bridges,
operate predictive maintenance on gas turbines, and
predict rare events in transport systems. We are also
modelling extreme events in cyber networks to detect
malicious attacks on critical infrastructure.

These projects allow us to operate old and new
infrastructure in smarter, safer ways, making best use
of data to preserve the operation of vital systems.

This challenge area is led by 
, Professor of Statistics at Imperial College

London.

Professor Emma
McCoy

Developing new statistical methods for
sensor data to improve how
infrastructure is delivered, maintained
and controlled

Instrumented infrastructure
Assessing system health and
predicting failures through predictive
monitoring of gas turbine engines

Predictive monitoring

Building statistical models to measure
the likelihood of new connections
being formed in a network, to help
detect potentially malicious intruders

Detecting anomalous
connections on the internet

Developing statistical methodology for
dealing with extreme events in cyber
and transportation systems involving
multiple different variables

Extreme event prediction and
monitoring

Developing methodology for identifying
causal connections in settings that
have relationships in space and time,
such as urban traffic movement

Spatio-temporal causal
inference

Developing methods to identify
unmeasured variables that can
suggest spurious connections or
introduce bias

Causal inference with mixed
models

Data-driven engineering design under
uncertainty
Sensors and monitoring equipment are being
increasingly employed in engineering applications,
from complex computer networks to detecting
pedestrian traffic in urban environments. The data
being generated presents enormous opportunities to
transform both system design and control.

However, to take full advantage of modern technology
we need systems that are designed for data, and
designed by data. The placement of sensors, the
operation of autonomous systems and the way
humans and machines interact must all be informed by
data-centric engineering.

This challenge area will address fundamental
questions of optimal data collection and design
optimisation in uncertain environments.

This challenge area is led by 
, Laing O’Rourke / Royal Academy of

Engineering Professor of Systems Integration at
Imperial College London.

Professor Jennifer
Whyte

Exploring decision making processes
common in construction and building
management, to evaluate potential
opportunities for retrofitting in the built
environment

Retrofit design in the built
environment Using text mining and natural

language processing to provide insight
into design assurance practices; the
process of assuring the right job is
done the right way

Data-driven design assurance

Developing a new data-mining
algorithm to automate the design
process for large civil infrastructure
and urban transportation projects

Data-driven design of civic
infrastructure Developing new methods to visualise

the impact of design changes;
combining heterogeneous data
sources and visualising behaviour of
complex systems

Design change in digital twins

Mathematical foundations
Rigorous theoretical research and practices are
essential for delivering reliable and robust data
science solutions within engineering applications.

The objective of the mathematical foundations theme
is to facilitate and develop links between the
theoretical researchers involved in the programme and
the applied projects pursued within it. The aim is to to
build a bridge between theory and applications across
the programme.

Theoretical research is being conducted in areas
including probability theory and mathematical
statistics, for translation and application to data
science and engineering.

This challenge is led by ,
Chair in Statistics at the University of Warwick.

Professor Alex Mijatovic

Optimising sampling algorithms used
for genomics, infectious diseases,
climate, and financial and industrial
models

Adaptive MCMC

Developing and improving the
mathematical ‘machinery’ that will help
optimisation algorithms be adaptable
to diverse real world data

Adaptive optimisation
algorithms

Developing accurate, efficient, and
robust statistical methodologies for
analysing complex and noisy streams
of data

Analysing noisy data streams

Creating a step change in the use of
statistical methodology, motivated by
challenges in modelling, computation,
and statistical algorithms

Computational statistical
inference for engineering and
security (CoSInES)

Developing methods to estimate the
health of engineering systems from
real-time sensor data, to make
predictions about the health in the
future

Estimating system health from
streaming sensor data

Deriving efficient algorithms by
understanding the natural geometric
structure of data landscapes arising in
machine learning

Free energy landscapes for big
data

Understanding the structure of
complicated datasets to verify
hypotheses and predictions about
them

Geometry and topology of
complex interconnected
systems

Developing a framework to interpret
complex multi-dimensional data
streams of human actions, by utilising
‘path signatures’ and deep learning

Human action recognition

Developing statistical tools for
problems in applications such as
medical imaging and industrial safety,
where unknown parameters are
determined from observations and
measurements

Inverse problems

Using models of strategic decision
making in very large populations to
study Smart Grids and statistical
sampling

Mean-field games and
interacting particle systems

Using numerical analysis to design
new and more efficient methods of
optimising machine learning
computations

Numerical analysis of
sampling algorithms Using probability to more accurately

model the difference between a real,
physical system and a mathematical
approximation of that system,
improving engineering practice

Probabilistic numerics

Developing methods to address
difficult problems by sampling from the
random trajectories of collections of
interacting 'particles'

Sequential sampling methods
for difficult problems

Education
It is vital that future generations of engineers
appreciate the utility of data and understand how to
correctly and astutely deploy modern data analysis
techniques.

The programme for data-centric engineering aims to
actively promote and develop education in data
science. This includes dissemination of the
programme’s research outputs among universities and
industrial partners.

The education strategy of the programme is currently
being developed, and we welcome input from
interested parties.

The education theme is led by 
, Vice-Dean (Education), Faculty of

Engineering at Imperial College London.

Professor Omar
Matar
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Examples from Data-Centric Engineering Challenges

Turing Data-Centric Engineering

https://www.turing.ac.uk/research/research-programmes/data-centric-engineering/data-centric-engineering-challenges
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OUTLINE

17:00	–	17:15 Introduc0on	—	What	is	Data-Centric	Engineering?

17:15	–	17:30 Con0nuing	Professional	Development:	Can	a	
Professional	Doctorate	Enhance	your	Career?

17:30	–	18:00 How	can	Our	Professional	Doctorate	in	Data-Centric	
Engineering	Enhance	your	Career?	Our	Programme	
in	a	Nutshell

18:00	–	18:10 Meet	the	Team

18:10	–	18:30 Support	while	on	the	programme;	applica0on	
support

18:30	–	end Q	&	A
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OUTLINE
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17:15	–	17:30 Con0nuing	Professional	Development:	Can	a	
Professional	Doctorate	Enhance	your	Career?

17:30	–	18:00 How	can	Our	Professional	Doctorate	in	Data-Centric	
Engineering	Enhance	your	Career?	Our	Programme	
in	a	Nutshell

18:00	–	18:10 Meet	the	Team

18:10	–	18:30 Support	while	on	the	programme;	applica0on	
support

18:30	–	end Q	&	A



PDF and  BSM Effects in High Mass Tails

Pre-application Workshop 1 
Queen Mary University of London 

30th March 2021

Dr Eram Rizvi 
Deputy Dean for Research

• Introduction to Data-Centric Engineering 

• Our Aims 

• A Unique Centre for Doctoral Training 

• Professional Doctorates 

• A Bespoke Training Programme 

• Our Industry Partners 

• Research Opportunities 

• Researcher Development

A	Unique	Centre	for	Doctoral	Training
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Our Aims

• Expand doctoral research skills in the UK 
Address skills gap - many research jobs unfilled after 1 month 
Part of UK Government’s Industrial Strategy 

• Address barriers to doctoral training 
Studies indicate the top reasons for not taking a PhD are 
vocational relevance, financial barriers, self-confidence 

• Diversify talent - make research inclusive 
STEM subjects typically do not attract women 
People from BAME backgrounds less likely to go on to research degrees 

• Increase industry investment in research  
UK research environment is best in the world 
Translation of research knowledge into commercial success is poor 
Build integrated communities between industry and academia

We will build a world-class cohort of high-tech entrepreneurs and technology leaders
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A Unique Centre for Doctoral Training

Our Centre for Doctoral Training in Data-Centric Engineering is unique

Data-Centric Engineering 
at QMUL

Professional Doctoral Scholars 
PDS

Enterprise Doctoral Scholars 
EDS

Industrial Partners

Engineering Doctorate (EngD) 4-year research programme

PDS 
Out of academia for 3+ years 
Remain in full-time employment 
Salary paid in full by employer 
Employer engages in research 
Tuition fees paid by QMUL

EDS 
Out of academia for 3+ years 

Enter into full-time study 
Tax-free stipend upto £20,500 

Tuition fees paid by QMUL 
Research periods in industry

QMUL 
Induction re-orientation into academia 

Fully integrated training 
Fully supervised by QMUL academics 

Additional research mentoring
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Professional Doctorates - EngD Qualification

The EngD is QMUL’s first professional doctorate in Science and Engineering 
First Doctoral programme spanning the full faculty 

Unlike a PhD the EngD  
• Requires substantial industrial application 
• Research is applied and / or work-place based 
• May comprise a portfolio of research topics - up to 4 in related areas

Professional Doctorates are recognised research qualifications 
Only Universities have power to award these degrees 

Like a PhD, these doctorates are research-based qualifications 
• Taught elements form part of the training 
• Majority is research and a contribution to creating new knowledge 
• Supervised by a QMUL academic 
• A final dissertation is required and assessed by two expert examiners 
• The final oral examination (or ‘viva’) is conducted by the two examiners 
• Gains you a title of “Dr”
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A Bespoke Training Programme

Professional Doctoral Training and Research

QMUL has a recognised leadership in Doctoral Training and Research 
We participate in multiple Doctoral Training Partnerships (DTPs) and  
Centres for Doctoral Training (CDTs) 

•Natural Environment Research Council Doctoral Training Partnership  
UCL, KCL, Kew Gardens, and the Natural History Museum 

•Biological Science Research Council Doctoral Training Partnership  
UCL, KCL 

•Doctoral Training Partnership in Particle Physics and Astronomy 

• 7 Centres for Doctoral Training 
– Data-Centric Engineering 
– Media Arts Technology 
– AI in Music 
– Intelligent Games 
– Data Intensive Science in Fundamental Physics 
– Plastic Electronics
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A Bespoke Training Programme

The programme has four main pillars: 
• Advanced taught courses: a bespoke programme of 6 taught courses in years 1-3 
• Industry placement throughout years 1-4 
• Research projects throughout years 1-4 
• Researcher development training of the cohort throughout years 1-4 

Three core taught courses: 
• Research Methods and Responsible Innovation 
• Statistical Thinking and Engineering Mathematics 
• Machine Learning 

Electives include over 30 relevant data intensive science and engineering courses 

Adopt student-centred, cohort approach to research and professional training.

Novel Enriched Integrated

Recognise the non-typical routes into doctoral training
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A Bespoke Training Programme
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Data-Centric Engineering − Pre-application Workshop 1 − October 2020Eram Rizvi 14

A Bespoke Training Programme

Responsible	Research	and	Innova/on:
• Week	1:	Introduc0on	and	Research	Ethics;	
• Week	4:	RRI	principles	and	reading	group	+	presenta0ons

Communica/ng	Research	
• Weeks	1-3;	7:	Reading	&	Wri0ng;	Publica0ons	and	Impact,	LaTeX,	
Reference	management	workshop;	Research	ques0ons	&	literature	review

• Week	8:	ar0cles	&	peer	reviewing

Quan/ta/ve	Research	Methods	(Introduc/on	to	Sta/s/cs):
• Week	5:	Experiment	design	hypothesis	tes0ng	and	R	workshop
• Week	9:	Sta0s0cal	analysis	and	R	workshop

Programming	and	prac/cal	skills:
• Week	6:	So_ware	Carpentry	workshop
• Week	10:	Introductory	Python	workshop

Presenta/on	skills:
• Weeks	3&4:	Presen0ng	your	Research	to	an	Audience
• Week	6:	Making	a	Poster	Presenta0on
• Week	12:	Coursework	individual	presenta0ons

RMRI course 
overview by 

topics:

A Bespoke Training Programme
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Week Lectures / Workshops (am) Other activities (pm)  
Facilitated / Self-directed

1 Getting Started with your EngD; Introduction to the RMRI 
course; Introduction to Research Ethics

LaTex workshop (2 – 4)

2 Communicating Research I; Impact Reference Management workshop (2-4)
Meeting about electives

3 Communicating Research II; Public Engagement Communicating Research II - Part 2

4 Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI): Introduction RRI Presentations
Personal Training Plans (PTPs) 1:1 meeting

5 Quantitative research methods I: Experiment design, 
hypothesis testing and R workshop

Personal Training Plans (PTPs) 1:1 meeting

6 Making a poster presentation (CPD) Software Carpentry Workshop
7 Academic Writing CPD Schools Research Seminars
8 Communicating Research III: articles & peer reviewing n/a – focus on coursework

9 Quantitative research methods II: introduction to statistical 
analysis and R workshop

Word workshop

10 Critical Thinking CPD Introductory Python workshop
11 Introduction to commercialisation Guest lecture
12 End of module presentations End of course social event (online)

Example Programme 
Research Methods and Responsible Innovation

A Bespoke Training Programme

Data-Centric Engineering − Pre-application Workshop 1 − October 2020Eram Rizvi 14

A Bespoke Training Programme
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Our Industrial Partners

We are working with a growing number 
of industry partners offering  

• collaborative research projects 
• industry training 
• applications for our PDS route

Data-Centric Engineering − Pre-application Workshop 1 − October 2020Eram Rizvi 14

A Bespoke Training Programme

Our Professional Doctoral Scholars are employed by the industry partners to conduct research 
Our Enterprise Doctoral Scholars will engage in 2 x 3 month placements with industry partners
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Major Interdisciplinary Research Themes 
Research in Digital Creative Industries 
Materials Science and Condensed Matter Physics 
Data Science 
Control and Systems Engineering 
Robotics

Research Opportunities

Links to Available Doctoral Research Projects in our Schools 

• School of Electronic Engineering and Computer Science 

• School of Engineering and Materials Science 

• School of Chemical and Biological Sciences 

• School of Physics and Astronomy 

• School of Mathematical Sciences

• Access to all research facilities including high performance computing as appropriate 
• Please explore the projects on offer through the School webpages linked below 
• Feel free to contact any of our academics 
• More advice on research proposals given in Workshop 2 - Tuesday 13th April 2021
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http://eecs.qmul.ac.uk/phd/phd-opportunities/
https://www.sems.qmul.ac.uk/research/studentships/
https://www.qmul.ac.uk/sbcs/postgraduate/phd-programmes/postgraduate-research-studentships/
https://www.qmul.ac.uk/spa/ccmmp/phd-at-ccmmp/phd-projects-in-ccmmp/
https://www.qmul.ac.uk/maths/postgraduate/postgraduate-research/phd-projects/
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Research Opportunities

https://www.qmul.ac.uk/dce/research/

Examples of Doctoral Research Projects on offer 
Please email supervisors for more information
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https://www.qmul.ac.uk/dce/research/
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Researcher Development

Researcher Development Framework 
Nationally agreed skills framework 
for development of researchers
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Researcher Development

Researcher Development Courses Other Activities

A1 - Knowledge 
base

Endnote 
Reading strategically 
& analytically

Getting work published 
Giving presentations 
IT courses 
Library induction/courses 
Mentoring/supervising students 
Induction 
Reading group/journal club 
Seminar attendance 
Research methods courses 
Subject-specific courses

A2 - Cognitive 
abilities

Critical thinking 
Reading strategically 
& analytically

Journal club/reading group 
presentation 
Mentoring/supervising students

A3 - Creativity
Critical thinking 
The Creative 
Researcher

Public Engagement 
Getting work published 
Giving presentation

Domain A 
Relates to the knowledge, intellectual abilities 
and techniques to do research 
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Researcher Development
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Back to site

Domain B 
Relates to the 
personal qualities 
and the approach 
to be an effective 
researcher

Domain C 
Relates to the 
knowledge of the 
standards, requirements 
and professionalism to 
do research

Domain D 
Relates to the 
knowledge and 
skills to work with 
others and ensure 
the wider impact of 
research
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Summary

QMUL is offering a unique programme to expand doctoral skills 

Opening new routes into a research degrees 

Emphasis is on skills and competencies 

Aim to use applied research to benefit individuals and the UK economy 

Address barriers and make research inclusive


